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impossible to sign any political agreement at the moment
when both countries were making increased naval expendi-
tures, because public opinion would regard this as incon-
sistent,169
At Berlin this memorandum made a bad impression.
Grey seemed to have damped all hopes of an understand-
ing. He had abandoned the basis of discussion agreed to
by Haldane at Berlin, shifting it away from the neutrality
agreement, and giving priority to a criticism of the Navy
Law and naval details, some of which (like the question of
increase of personnel) had not been mentioned at all by
Haldane. Even in colonial matters Grey seemed to be
withdrawing what he had held out at first, and to be
making difficulties; he had discovered that the Dutch had
a prior right to purchase Timor; that England could hardly
give up Zanzibar and Pemba without receiving some Ger-
man territory in return; and that the suggested Bagdad
Railway concession was insignificant and unsatisfactory.170
The Kaiser was especially indignant at the change in
England's attitude. He was willing to proceed with nego-
tiations on the basis of Haldane's conversations at Berlin,
but not on the new basis which Grey was taking in London*
A memorandum to this effect was drawn up for Metternich,
but was held back by Bethmann for several days. In spite
of everything, he and Kiderlen were still making a valiant
struggle to satisfy Grey. They were trying to persuade
Tirpitz and the Kaiser to abandon the three extra capital
ships and postpone, still further the publication of the
Navy Law.171 But the Kaiser was impatient to have the
Navy Law laid before the Reichstag, inasmuch as it had
already been announced in his speech, and been in English
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